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The SSM role

• Consultation and 
partnership 
development across 
communities

• Engaging priority 
service 
groups/organizations

• Fiscal planning and 
sustainability 
modeling

From design and planning to execution and oversight, the SSM is responsible
for all aspects of local service delivery. Examples under each category include:
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PLANNING

• Development or 
customizing of 
employment 
programs

• Client pathway 
mapping (including 
referral channels)

• Service coordination

• Building communities 
of practice

DESIGN

• Management of all 
service delivery 
channels

• Accountability for 
delivering Ministry 
determined practices 
(e.g., CAT)

• Implementation of 
market responsive 
programming

DELIVERY

• Accountability for 
Ministry set client 
targets and service 
standards

• Funding oversight 
and performance 
management

• Funding allocations 
and contract 
management

GOVERNANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more information on these categories see: https://onestep.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/SSM-Role-and-Responsibilities.pdfassessing service needs and how existing capacities align with needsmapping the transition from status quo to future stateidentifying and contracting with any local service providersacting as a service coordination point across various employment related entities (social assistance, EI, Indigenous)employer engagementensuring multi-channel delivery options for clientsensuring client targets and outcomes outlined by government are met



SSM models from other jurisdictions
While many permutations exist, two key characteristics that distinguish the 
impact service providers in the catchment will be the extent to which is acts as a 
service provider and whether it brings/mandates a unique service delivery model
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MODEL
SSM IS A 
SERVICE 

PROVIDER

EXTENT OF 
DELIVERY BY 

SSM

SSM OFFERS 
UNIQUE DELIVERY 

MODEL

SSM MANDATES 
DELIVERY MODEL

1  none possibly possibly

2  uniquely yes ---

3  majority yes no

4  minority yes no

5  varies no no



Preparing for change



Coming changes – service footprint
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SSMs in the most recent CFP were asked to provide answers to several 
questions that looked at how they will improve efficiencies and outcomes 

• Describe the approach you will take to rationalize the service delivery 
footprint and the Service Provider network within the Catchment Area

• Provide the transition plan outlining your plan to adjust the third-party 
Service Provider Delivery Network that includes a timeline and results 
you will achieve

• Identify the specific communities where you will offer in-person service 
and how will you go about achieving a more effective and efficient 
service delivery footprint within those communities



Coming changes - programming

• Provide examples of high-quality programs and services that will be 
designed and implemented in the Catchment Area that will improve 
outcomes.

• Describe the specific service delivery approaches you will use to 
improve outcomes for clients 

SSMs in the most recent CFP were asked to provide answers to several 
questions that looked at how they will deliver services and improve 
outcomes
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What’s your role
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Is ES critical to your organization’s 
vision/mission? 

BUSINESS 
AS USUAL

Will not pursuing EO 
funding result in reductions?

Can you make up the 
difference in funding?

BUSINESS 
AS USUAL

CONSIDER DISCONTINUING 
EO FUNDING

Does your organization 
want to pursue EO funds?

REDUCTION OR 
REPLACEMENT $

YES

NO

YES

NO NO

NO

YES

YES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizations may choose to play a lead, partner, or maybe no role at all in the future employment services system.Assumes a bias of pursuing funding based solely on ES’s being critical to the vision/mission of the organization.ONESTEP has hired a consultant to pull together 1) a funding matrix for organizations in the ES space and 2) wind-down or reduction strategies for organizations that will be completed in Q4



What’s your role
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Does your organization 
want to lead a SSM bid 

in your catchment?

Does your organization 
want to be part of a SSM 

bid in your catchment?

Your organization will 
need to be a sub-

contractor with a SSM

YES

NO

NO

YES

REVIEW THE ORGANIZATIONAL SSM 
READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE

ENGAGE IN EXTENSIVE CONVERSATIONS ACROSS 
THE CATCHMENT WITH POTENTIAL SSMs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Referenced resources available on the ONESTEP Members’ Resources Database



Preparing to partner

• how do you identify/choose delivery partners

• how do you decide how many delivery partners are needed in a 
service area

• what are the most important things for you when evaluating a 
potential delivery partner

• what type of data would be helpful for you to have/see from potential 
delivery partners

We asked SSMs from other jurisdictions 4 questions to help guide our 
community as they prepare for the coming changes:
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Preparing to partner

1. Geography: what does the catchment area look like in terms of size, 
population, infrastructure (e.g., public transportation), etc.

2. Demographics: what does the client base (current and potential) look like 
and what are their service needs.

3. Current landscape of providers: what does the current offering (e.g., 
services, footprint) look like

4. Opportunities/Gap analysis: how well does point 3 align with points 1 & 2

How do you identify/choose delivery partners?
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Preparing to partner
How do you decide how many delivery partners are needed in a service 
area?
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• The analyses highlighted in the previous slide form the basis of an 
overall service footprint mapping exercise that includes:
‐ density of clients by geographic cluster/target area
‐ client mobility patterns
‐ full-service versus targeted or niche delivery needs
‐ access to wrap-around supports or other community 

partnerships/services

• This is then considered against the financial model, delivery plan, 
outcome targets and capacity of existing network to determine local 
partnership needs



Preparing to partner

• Financial viability: this includes overall financial health and stability but also 
that there is sufficient liquidity and (preferably a demonstrated) capacity to 
withstand the proposed contract

• Alignment of values: open, and transparent, expressions of interest (or 
equivalent) processes are used to identify partners that consider (among 
other things) a potential partner’s track record and reputation

• Governance and operations: potential partners must be able to 
demonstrate all relevant policies and processes are in place to support 
responsible management and oversight of contract (e.g, IT, QA, Privacy)  

What are the most important things for you when evaluating a potential 
delivery partner?
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Preparing to partner

• Examples of data that are helpful/requested include:
‐ past performance reports
‐ audited financial statements, annual reports, current balance sheets
‐ client data (e.g., volumes, type/stream, exit outcomes, programs 

accessed, time on program)
‐ service data (e.g., programs offered, impact of interventions)
‐ partnerships and/or community relationships

What type of data would be helpful for you to have/see from potential 
delivery partners?
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Thank-you
for listening



Communicating your value
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STEP SERVICE LOCATIONS SERVICE DELIVERY 
APPROACH

OUTREACH & 
COORDINATION

Understand the 
current state

Where are service locations 
currently?
Are neighbourhoods under or over-
served?

What gaps are there in 
current service delivery 
strategies?

Where is outreach and 
coordination strong, 
where are there gaps, 
and for whom?

Identify where your 
changes fit

How would your approach change 
the geography of service?

What is your approach 
changing in service delivery?

How will you build new 
channels for outreach or 
coordination?

Describe how the 
change will impact 
client volume

How do you expect this change will result in more clients accessing services?

Estimate the size of 
the effect

What are client numbers like in 
comparison neighbourhoods similar 
to those where you’re adding/moving 
services?

What amount of change is 
plausible for these changes to 
produce? Is it centred on one 
group?

What’s reach like for 
groups you’re targeting?
Will your changes 
exceed the status quo?

Beyond the data…
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